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Recent experiments at SPEAR indicate an unexpectedly large number of 1 states in
the energy range 8.9-4.4 GeU. We show how the existence of exotic cqcq mesons can
account for these states as well as the rise in R and the missing $(8.7) decays. The
width of these states does not require that they lie above the, as yet unobserved, DD
threshold. Predictions of the model are readily testable.
Recent experiments at SPEAR' indicate the pro-
duction of a plethora of J~ =1 states by e'e
annihilation in the energy range 3.9-4.4 GeV. Al-
though the g family of narrow resonances below
3.8 GeV can be described adequately as cc states
of a new "charmed" quark, ' the existence of many
closely spaced 1" states around 4 GeV does not
fit naturally into a scheme of radial excitations.
In this paper we correlate the assumed existence
of the many 1 states (having somewhat smaller
than normal hadronic widths of approximately 20
MeV) with (a) the rise in' =o(e+e -hadrons)/
o(e+e - p,'p, ) starting at about 3.5 GeV, (b) the
missing ((3.7) decays, and (c) the large fraction
of $(3.7) decays into $(3.1)nm and g(3.1)rt. The
somewhat less than normal widths of the 1
states suggest that they lie below the charmed
DD threshold, in agreement with the apparent
lack of charm production at SPEAR. '
The basic dynamical assumption of our model
is that the new 1 states are four-quark com-
posites: (cq)(cq), where q denotes the old u, d,
and s quarks. 4 The principal predictions include
the following: (i) Some of the new states are I = 1,
in addition to the expected I=0 ones [the I = 1 (0)
states may decay strongly to even (odd) numbers
of pions]. (ii) There exist lower I =1, J'=0 states
to which the 1 ones can decay by a single charged
pion.
We label the mesonic states as follows:
old mesons, M, qq;
"old exotic" mesons, I'", qqqq;('s and X's, cc;
charmed mesons, D, cq;
new exotic mesons, E, cqcq.
The M's fit well into the SU(6) 80(3) quark
model. The possibility of there being &'"'s has
long been discussed and they have been searched
for with inconclusive results. Recently Jaffe and
Johnson, ' in the context of the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology bag model, have suggested
that the~" mesons may be present, but are
much broader than the usual M states. The g
family below 4 GeV is well described as S- and
P-wave cc states and their narrow widths by the
Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) rule. ' The large jump
inR, starting around 3.5 GeV, is usually as-
cribed to the pair production of DD's. However
the experimental search for D's (below 5 GeV)
has led to negative results. ' We shall assume
that the masses of the D's are higher than pre-
viously estimated and that they are not produced
at SPEAR below 5 GeV. We associate the many
1 states at 4 GeV with E's and the rise in R
with nonresonant E +I production.
We restrict our (low-lying) E states to be com-
posites of color singlets (i.e. , virtual D's), cq
(with spin 8, =0, 1) and cq (S, =0, 1). The total 5
equals 5, + 5, and J equals L+5, where L is the
relative angular momentum of the two virtual
D's. If we limit q to be u and d quarks, there
are eight (L =1)J~c =1 E states which couple
to the photon, four with I =0 and four with I=1.
There are 32 other L = 1 and L = 0 states which
we expect to lie nearby in energy, the L =0 ones
presumably being lower. '
Around 4 GeV the following strong decay modes
are allowed by the OZI rule:
E-E'+M, E-/+M.
The reason why these decays are suppressed
and the widths of the E's are smaller than the
canonical M widths of about 100 MeV is as fol-
lows. We have assumed that the quark configura-
tion inside the E 's consists of a cq and a qc pair.
In both of the above decay modes at least one of
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the pairs must break up and a quark rearrange-
ment take place. Such a rearrangement will sup-
press the rates. The amount of suppression will
depend on the details of the wave functions of the
virtual B's. No such rearrangement is neces-
sary in the case of I"'s which can just fall apart
into two M's. Estimates' of this process yield
widths of the order of 500 MeV. The masses of
the E's are about 1 GeV above the lowest g. In
analogy we expect the M'"'s to be about 1 GeV
above the M's, where their large widths would
make them difficult to observe. '
Suppressed by the OZI rule is
as well as
g- M+M and g-g'+M.
There are E's which lie close to the $(3.7). Thus
we expect a small E admixture in the ((3.7) [the
large mass difference would make any such ad-
mixture to the ((3.1) negligible]. Such a small
admixture in the g(3.7) would explain the relative-
ly large g(3.7)- ((3.1)nm and P(3.1)i) decays; if in
addition one or more of the E's lies below the
((3.7), the decay g(3 7)-E+n. is possible and
might account for the "missing" $(3.7) decays.
We suggest the following tests of our model:
(1) There are eight 1 E states in the 3.9-4.4-
GeV region. ' (2) There are both I=0 (G =-1)
and I = 1 (6 =+ 1) states The .I= 0 states should
preferentially decay into an odd number of pions
and the I = 1 to an even number. The change in
the odd/even ratio should be striking as one
moves in energy across the separated resonanc-
es. (3) Since there are so many E 's and g's to
which an individual 1 "E state can decay, we ex-
pect no one decay mode to dominate. In particu-
lar we do not expect the inclusive $(3.1) (which
has an easily identifiable ll signature) to be a
dominant decay. However, small peaks in the in-
clusive charged-m distributions might be observed
in E (J~c = 1,I = 0, 1) -E'(I = 1) +u'. These peaks
would appear in the inclusive n distribution at
small values of the Feynman variable xF = 2p, /fs,
where they would be superimposed on a naturally
rising background. (An E at 4.4 GeV decaying to
one at 3.6 GeV would yield a pion with xF ™0.3.)
In addition to the 1 E peaks, we can account
for the smooth rise in g, starting at around 3.5
GeV, as being due to the nonresonant (via virtual
DD pairs) production of E + M. As a result of
form factors this contribution of virtual DD pairs
to P will drop off above the real DD threshold.
Any E's above this threshold are expected to be
as broad as the M"'s. At higher values of s, we
expect B to settle down to 3—,' plus the contribu-
tions of possible heavy leptons and/or new quarks.
In conclusion, we have seen how the existence
of exotic cqcq E mesons can account for (a) many
1 states a,round 4 GeV, (b) the rise in R start-
ing around 3.5 GeV, (c) the missing g(3.7) de-
cays, and (d) the large fraction of $(3.7) decays
to ((3.1)nm and $(3.1)il. We do not retluire the ex-
istence of low-lying D's to account for the widths
of these 1 states. We feel that our model has
the additional virtues of being simple and easily
testable by experiment. Models involving more
than one new quark of similar masses, while al-
lowing for many 1 states around 4 GeV, would
predict new very narrow states which are not ob-
served in this energy range. Excitable color
models would contain many 1 states, but have
difficulty in explaining the nonobservation of col-
or excitation in deep inelastic electron and neu-
trino production.
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